DON'T LOOK DOWN

Peter Pan
1 Just close your eyes and focus on one thing,
   Open your mind to wonderful somethings,
   Think of a world that’s way beyond your dreams.
   Picture a happy place and don’t lose it,
   Let your imagination run through it,
   Lifting you off the ground beneath your feet,
   Come follow me!

CHORUS All
   We’ll fly with the stars, we’ll dance with the moon,
   A million miles of wonder, a Neverland to be discovered,
   High in the clouds, we’re lost in the view,
   We’ll soar above forever,
   But whatever you do, just don’t look down.

2 Over city lights to new horizons,
   Taking in the sights, so mesmerising,
   Places you were told were only make-believe.
   Passing through the night, adventures calling,
   Second to the right and on till morning,
   Stories come to life for everyone to see,
Peter Pan
   Come follow me!

CHORUS (With optional harmony until end)

Wendy, John & Michael
3 Just close your eyes and focus on one thing,
   Open your mind to wonderful somethings,
   Think of a world that’s way beyond your dreams.
All
   Picture a happy place and don’t lose it,
   Let your imagination run through it,
   Lifting you off the ground beneath your feet,
   Come follow me!

FINAL CHORUS
   We’ll fly with the stars, we’ll dance with the moon,
   A million miles of wonder, a Neverland to be discovered,
   High in the clouds, we’re lost in the view,
   We’ll soar above forever,
   But whatever you do...
   We’ll fly with the stars, we’ll dance with the moon,
   A million miles of wonder, a Neverland to be discovered,
   High in the clouds, we’re lost in the view,
   We’ll soar above forever,
   But whatever you do, just don’t look down.